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Subject: Withdraw the State of Emergency
Date: Friday, 4 March 2022 11:05:48 AM

To whom it may concern,

There is no state of emergency.
I know this.
The facts declare this.
And most of all, the politicians know this.

Unfortunately, when one makes such a claim  - in these days of nanny-stating in Australia
- one is labelled.
A leftist.
An anti-vaxxer.
A tinfoil hatter.

I am none of those things.
I am a senior high school teacher.
I am educated.
I am an analyst and l am a critical thinker.
Those are my labels.

What we have here is a classic example of the 'Emperor's New Clothes'. 
Let's all turn our eyes from the truth and  pretend that something other than what we see
happening is actually happening.

Sorry, but l refuse to go along.
This is an agenda.
I am not an anarchist. 
I am not anti- authoritarian.
But the truth is the truth.
Critical research and analysis has exposed this situation as over-reach into our privacy and
freedoms- and the data and figures l have attached prove this.
This evidence has not been contrived by tinfoilers nor anti-vaxxers, it has been compiled
by the Australian Bureau of Statistics.
This evidence demonstrates there is no state of emergency.

The attachement is a copy of The Member for Hill, Shane Knuth's, presentation of said
ABS data.
I have simply attached it as there is no need for me to provide the same evidence in any
other wording.
Mr Knuth has explained it simply and effectively.

I am also aware of many, many more studies and presentations which detail the same
information. This information is readily - and feely - available and yet, so many of the
crowd refuse to see the Emperor's nakedness.

In closing, in the last 12 months, dying from covid is 38th on the list of 'Causes of Death'
in Australia. If this virus necessitates the need for a State of Emergency, then surely the top
5 or 10 misadventures on that list must also deserve the same assessment - if not the entire
proceeding 37.
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Yours Sincerely,

Mitch Murray
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